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o Dear Emily

25 Helmores Lane, Merivale- Damage and Repair Methodology Report
Claim Number D3601894

Aurecon has been engaged by Southern Response (the Client) to act as independent engineering
consultant in relation to a disputed earthquake claim involving the above property. We have read and
complied with the High Court Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses.

Structural engineers from Aurecon visited the above address on 21 May 2014 and a non-intrusive
visual inspection was carried out to assess the damage caused by the earthquakes throughout 2010,
2011, 2012 and resultant aftershocks. A relative floor level survey was also carried out at the time of
the inspection.

1. Information provided

have been provided with the following information: -
Topografo Surveyors Limited report dated 8 November 2010
Note the Topografo Surveyors Limited report dated 9 April 2011 has not been received but is
noted in Davis Ogilvie reports of 4 April 2013 and 17 July 2013
Golder Associates (NZ) Limited report dated March 2012

Gridline Limiteds report dated 21 December 2012
Golder Associates (NZ) Limited report dated February 2013
Davis Ogilvie & Partners Limited report dated 4 April 2013
Davis Ogilvie & Partners Limited shallow geotechnical report dated 24 June 2013
Davis Ogilvie & Partners Limited report dated 17 July 2013
Golder Associates (NZ) Limited report dated 21 October 2013
Davis Ogilvie & Partners Limited report dated 11 November 2013
Harrison Grierson's floor level survey report dated 16 September 2014
Gridline's preliminary structural calculations for reinstated foundations dated September 2014
Gridline's pile and foundation design drawings dated 18 September 2014
Soil & Rock letter dated 13 October 2014

We

O

Where appropriate we have made comment on the above information within this report.

2. Additional investigations undertaken

Following our site inspection the additional investigations have also been carried out: -
• Optical level survey - undertaken by Harrison Grierson on 21 May 2014, refer to attachment

for details;
• Rover Inspection - undertaken by Southern Response
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3. Property Description

The property can be described as follows:

Land Technical
Category

Dwelling

Construction

Foundation

Roof

External
Cladding

The site has the following classification in accordance with CERA residential land
zones and technical category in accordance with MBIE guidelines: -

Green Zone, Technical Category 3 (TC3, blue) - moderate to significant land
damage from liquefaction is possible in future large earthquakes. Site-specific
geotechnical investigation and specific engineering foundation design is required.

Geotechnical reporting has confirmed that the technical categorisation is
appropriate for the site.

Double storey.

Timber Frame.

In accordance with the MBIE guidelines for "Repairing and rebuilding houses
affected by the Canterbury earthquakes" (2012, version 3) the house foundations
can be described as predominantly: -

Original House

Type B1foundation and floor type-This is described as a 'Timber-framed
suspended timber floor structures with perimeter concrete foundation. Stucco,
weatherboard or light texture-clad house.

Newer Extension and Garage

Type C1 foundation and floor type -This is described as a Timber framed
dwelling on concrete floor (slab on grade). Stucco, weatherboard or light texture-
clad house.

With the Garage having a half basement under.

Old Garage IShed

Type C1 foundation and floor type- This is described as a Timber framed
dwelling on concrete floor (slab on grade). Stucco, weatherboard or light texture-
clad house.

Slate tiles.

Weatherboard, Timber Shingles, Plaster, cementitious pebble plaster.

O

O

Internal Linings Lath & Plaster, GIB Plasterboard,

4. Physical foundation IStructural Damage noted

The building has sustained some damage as a result of the Canterbury earthquake sequence. The
primary structural damage observed is summarised below: -
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Original House
• Differential settlement of perimeter foundation wall to internal piled foundations (refer level

survey);

• Cracks to the concrete perimeter footing ranging from hairline to 8mm in width;

• Separation of the timber flooring in hall and office areas;

• Minor damage to internal wall and ceiling linings was noted throughout the property;

• Minor racking of doors and walls noted in a few locations;

• Minor cracks noted to the lath and plaster in hall, office, kitchen 2, study, laundry, bedrooms
and passage ways;

• Extensively cracked lath and plaster noted in areas in the office and, upstairs bedroom (where
masonry chimney collapsed) ;

• Chimneys have collapsed into the house causing impact damage to the roof construction,
ceilings and flooring. The remaining sections of chimney are extensively damaged;

• Minor damage to joinery, wooden framing to 'arches' in hallways and separation of wooden
paneling;

• Cracks noted to external pebble plaster finish to lower floor typically with some areas of
pebble plaster finish being extensively damaged; and

• Cracking in patio concrete slab (east side of house) and tiles of up to 2mm.

New house
• Generally minor damage to internal wall and ceiling linings with extensive damage to some

internal wall and ceiling linings in the kitchen and laundry adjacent to garage area.

Garage

• Differential settlement of concrete slab foundation (refer level survey);
• 10mm separation between steps to new house and in eastern and western cladding join to

new house;
• Minor cracks in the concrete floor slab in the range of hairline to 0.5mm in width noted at a few

locations; and
• Cracking noted in western sub wall and in lower floor slab.

O Old Garage/Shed
• Differential settlement of concrete slab foundation (refer level survey); and

• Apparent 40mm separation away from garage.

Unless expressly noted we have not inspected - roof voids, outbuildings, fences, paths, driveways,
permanent pools and services.

5. Floor level Survey

A floor level survey was carried out by Harrison Grierson. Refer to attached level survey for details.

The following summarises the key findings of the level survey: -
Original House

• Maximum variation across the dwelling (lower floor - same floor covering) = 80mm (>50mm
MBIE criteria);

• Maximum slope recorded = 2.2% approx. (>0.5% MBIE criteria).

• Maximum variation across the dwelling (upper floor - same floor covering) = 60mm (>50mm
MBIE criteria);

• Maximum slope recorded = 2.0% approx. (>0.5% MBIE criteria).
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From a review of the available CCC file information for the property it would appear that re-levelling
and underpinning works were undertaken in 2006 to the southern portion of the original house - the
extent of the differential settlement pre or post re-levelling / underpinning works is unclear but it

indicates that this area had pre-existing settlement issues prior to the earthquakes.

With this in mind and taking into account the age of the original house it is very likely that the other
parts of the original house would also have some pre-existing settlement, but the extent of this is
uncertain, a portion of the current settlement is likely to have been caused by the recent earthquakes.

New House

• Maximum variation across the dwelling (lower floor - same floor covering) = 24mm (<50mm

MBIE criteria);

• Maximum slope recorded = 1.2% approx. (>0.5% MBIE criteria). Note:- This was very
localised and is considered to be as built construction of the new house

• Maximum variation across the dwelling (upper floor - same floor covering) = 23mm (<50mm
MBIE criteria);

• Maximum slope recorded = 0.5% approx. (-0.5% MBIE criteria).

Garage

• Maximum variation across the garage (same floor covering) = 87mm (>50mm MBIE criteria);

• Maximum slope recorded = 2.3% approx. (>0.5% MBIE criteria).

Old Garage/Shed

• Maximum variation across the old garage/shed (same floor covering) = 68mm (>50mm MBIE
criteria);

• Maximum slope recorded = 1.0% approx. (>0.5% MBIE criteria).

6. Wall Verticality

A verticality survey was carried out by Harrison Grierson. Refer to attached survey for details.

The following summarises the key findings of the verticality survey: -
Original House

• The walls in the lower floor were recorded as being up to 20mm off vertical internally and up to
37mm off vertical externally. The external readings may have been influenced by the
presence of the pebble plaster coat.

• The maximum verticality reading on the upper floor was 0.9%. The readings were taken on the

external shingles which may have introduced some variability in the readings. The 0.9%
reading was taken in an area which had a 2.0% floor slope, indicating that there may have
been some global rotation of the structure in this point which would be rectified by re-levelling.

We consider that the original house will have had some pre-existing verticality issues (refer to section
5 above) but the extent of this is uncertain and a portion of the current out of vertical measurements
are likely to have been caused by the recent earthquakes.

New House

• The walls in the lower floor were recorded as being up to 8mm off vertical internally and up to
26mm off vertical externally.

• The walls in the upper floor were recorded as being up to 16mm off vertical externally (1.0%).
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o

o

Garage

• The walls in the garage were recorded as being up to 31mm off vertical internally and up to
36mm off vertical externally towards the east, which are comparable to the floor slopes.

Old Garage/Shed

• The walls in the old garage/shed were recorded as being up to 15mm off vertical internally and
up to 23mm off vertical externally.

7. Flood Levels

The property is within the Christchurch City Council Flood Management Area. The Golders February
2013 report notes that the Interim Floor Level for the site is 17.82 CCD and the Average (Mean)
Ground Level is 18.15m CCD. The Harrison Grierson survey indicates that the house Finished Floor
Level (FFL) is 19.05m, the garage FFL is 18.56m and the old garage/shed FFL is 17.26m. Therefore
the house and garage floor levels are above the Interim Floor Level for the site, but the basement
under the garage and the old garage/shed are below the Interim Floor Level.

8. Previous Reports

Topografo Surveyors Limited report dated 8 November 2010
Our comments on the Topografo Surveyors Limited report are noted below:

• Under 'Origin of Levels', the report notes that the lowest point in the lower storey of the house
was in the northeast corner of the 'Sitting Room' (noted as 'Office' on Harrison Grierson
survey drawings), and the highest point in the 'Games Room' (noted as 'Kitchen 2' on
Harrison Grierson survey drawings. This gives a differential level of 74mm compared to
80mm from Harrison Grierson.

Golder Associates (NZ) Limited report dated March 2012
Our comments on the Golder Associates (NZ) Limited report are noted below:

• The report concluded that 'the property is generally suitable for re-levelling as requested by
Arrow', and provided 'a variety of options to re-level the structures' such as:

o Injection grouting using low mobility grout to lift the footings to the required level.
o Installation of controlled Modulus Columns at 1.5 - 2.0m spacing to lift the footings to

the required level.'
o 'Underpinning of the footing to medium dense gravelly sand layer (approximately 2.5m

bgl) to jack to the required level.'

Gridline Limited's report dated 21 December 2012
Our comments on the Gridline Limited report are noted below:

• The executive summary - paragraph 3 - notes that 'demolition and reconstruction is
recommended as the most economical option'. The report does not include any economic
analysis of rebuild or repair options.

• The executive summary - paragraph 4 - notes that 'Our recommendation for foundations
would be for ground improvements such as vibro stone columns or controlled modulus
columns...' The report does not include any further discussion on ground improvement
options, or evidence that the suggested options have been designed with consideration of the
geotechnical conditions on site.

• Under Damage observations and Assessment - House and shed, the report states 'Ground
floor differential settlements are associated with foundation failures. The first floor failures are
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associated with a combination of foundation failures and superstructure failures'. We would
consider the term 'failure' does not correctly describe that the foundations have settled slightly.
The foundations are still intact and the ground bearing capacity is the same as it was prior to
the earthquakes. In our opinion, the ground floor differential settlements are considered to be
due to deep liquefaction, and not surface ground movements or the footings punching through
the surface layers. The 'first floor failures' may refer to 'first floor differential settlements'. We
consider that the first floor differential settlements reflect the ground floor settlements near
load bearing elements, and elsewhere are gravity load deflection related in spanning elements
due to sag of the flooring system under gravity loads.
Under Damage observations and Assessment - House and shed, the report states that the
perimeter concrete foundation around the old part of the house has '... completely failed and
will require replacement'. We observed approximately 11 cracks of hairline to 8mm in width in
the perimeter foundation beam, and do not agree that the foundation has failed.
Under Damage observations and Assessment - House and shed, the report states that 'The
old building's internal piles have also failed'. The rover inspection shows that some of the piles
in the original house have been replaced, but does not show any areas where original piles

could be considered as failing to provide support.
Under Damage observations and Assessment - House and shed, the report states 'With the
level of foundation and first floor failures observed it could be reasonably expected that the
wall to foundation and wall to 1st floor connection integrity will have been compromised' and 'it
could be reasonable expected that the roof framing to wall connection has been structural
compromised'. In our opinion these are not reasonable assumptions and without intrusive
inspection, these conclusions cannot be confirmed. The limited damage observed in the brittle
linings would suggest that the connections have not had their integrity significantly degraded.

Under Demolition, Rebuild and Remedial Works Options, the report states 'Remedial works
are not recommended, as essentially the only possible salvageable structure may be some
timber framing and possibly some of the structural steel portal frames and beams.' The report
then provides a number of reasons re-levelling is not recommended, which are:

1. 'The existing foundation design is not suitable for re-levelling'. The original house
foundation is of a type considered as river run with weak cementitious grout. It is
capable of supporting the house under static loads, but may not withstand physical
works associated with drilling and cutting to enable some methods of jacking. We
agree that the concrete perimeter ring foundation may not be suitable for jacking due

to the poor original construction, jacking could lead to localised loadings that could
fracture the existing foundation construction, which is why we are suggesting that it is
left in place and that a layer of structural grout is added to the top of the foundation.
The new portion of the house is a concrete slab which is re-levelable, although we

consider that it does not require re-levelling as the recorded maximum differential
settlements are small. The Garage foundations are capable of being re levelled
although this will be complex due to the presence of the basement and the need to
realign the garage back to the house.

2. The extent of damage to the existing foundation structure requires much, if not all of
that structure to be replaced notwithstanding any attempt to re level.' We disagree as
the majority of the cracking observed to the perimeter foundation of the original house
is within the capability for injection repair to restore the structural capacity (Appendix
A4.4 of MBIE Guidance).

3. 'Stress redistribution to an already damaged superstructure is not acceptable or

recommended'. It is unclear as to what is meant by stress redistribution. If this refers
to possible additional stresses caused by the lifting process, then we comment that as
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o

o

the house is currently unoccupied and will be empty of belongings when lifting takes
place, the static loads will be reduced. The timber structure is able to articulate to
accommodate the minor differential movement rotations during re-levelling. The
structure has accommodated such movements during the earthquake sequence.
Once re-levelled to its pre earthquake position any stresses induced in the structure
would be relieved.

4. 'Injection grouting and underpinning re-levelling is not a suitable long-term solution.'
After this statement, the report discusses that re-levelling does 'not improve ground
conditions and further settlements are to be expected during seismic events and
possibly under non-seismic loading'. In our opinion any re-levelling in this case is
intended to restore the property to its pre-quake condition given the likely pre-existing
settlement, to level beyond this would likely cause new damage which in our opinion
would not be reasonable. In addition there is no requirement to upgrade the ground
performance for future events. No explanation is provided as to why settlement under
non seismic loading is possible, in our opinion the ground bearing capacity will not
have changed as a result of recent seismic activity.

5. 'Controlled modulus columns, screw piling or vibro compaction stone column
treatment will require removal of the existing foundations and superstructure before
installation.' This is correct if ground improvement were to be undertaken.

• Under Demolition, Rebuild and Remedial Works Options, the report states 'A re-levelling
scheme would not meet the principles of good engineering judgment. The existing buildings
foundations and superstructure is not of suitable strength or construction for this type of
remediation.' We disagree with this statement. There are numerous examples of re-levelling
being undertaken in Christchurch of similar structures.

• Under Demolition, Rebuild and Remedial Works Options, the report states 'Re-levelling the
building would be slow and involve high levels of risk with no guarantee of success.' We are
unaware as to the reasoning behind time being of importance. The discussion in the reports
paragraph includes comments on differential settlement, foundation failures, existing damage,
non-homogenous foundations, building vicinity to neighbours contributing to re-levelling
techniques that 'are not economically or practically feasible'. Again, there is no discussion on
the cost of options. We consider that the site conditions as noted by Gridline are typical of
other properties where re-levelling has taken place and are not extreme examples of those
conditions. Gridline notes 'In general, re-levelling introduces significant contractual and
physical risk'. The report does not specify any particular contractual or physical risks. We
consider that repair would generally be a faster process than rebuilding.

Davis Ogilvie & Partners Limited report dated 4 April 2013
Our comments on the Davis Ogilvie & Partners Limited report are noted below:

• The report includes a Topografo survey plan dated 9 April 2011, which summarises the
maximum differential levels as 72mm between the study and dining room, which we consider
comparable to the 80mm noted in Harrison Grierson Survey.

• The garage was noted as having 81mm level variance, which we consider comparable to the
87mm noted in Harrison Grierson Survey, and noted that the 'floor needs to be underpinned
and re-leveled, however this may not remediate the walls being out of vertical'. It also noted
that 'the walls may have to be demolished and re built'.

Davis Ogilvie & Partners Limited report dated 24 June 2013
Our comments on the Davis Ogilvie & Partners Limited are noted below:
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• The report recommends the 'existing ring beam is to be underpinned, jacked to level and
strengthened by the construction of a beam alongside the existing. Internal piles are to be
packed / replaced as required', as well as replacement of chimneys, underpinning and re-
levelling of the garage floors and strip internal lath and plaster and re-line as required.

• The report does not consider jacking off the top of the perimeter foundation as an option,
which we consider feasible. We agree that internal piles can be packed / replace as required,
as well as replacement of chimneys and stripping of damaged lath and plaster walls.

Davis Ogilvie & Partners Limited report dated 17 July 2013
Our comments on the Davis Ogilvie & Partners Limited report are noted below:

• The report includes the structural repair design for the house

• The report notes that the total differential settlement of 94mm across the house, based on the
Topografo survey of 9 April 2011.

• The report describes a repair system using underpinning of the perimeter foundation, packing
replacement of interior piles, demolition and rebuild of the garage wall, local areas of
replacement of lath & plaster. We agree that the original house is repairable and requires re-
levelling, but recommend jacking off the top of the perimeter foundations, packing interior
piles, rebuilding the garage and replacement of local area of lath and plaster.

Golder Associates (NZ) Limited report dated 21 October 2013
Our comments on the Golder Associates (NZ) Limited report are noted below:

• The report followed a site visit to discuss the feasibility of a foundation repair. The report
confirmed that Golder considered that their 'MBIE classification for lateral stretch of Minor to
Moderate' was still applicable.

• The report concluded that the ground has not "performed poorly" as per the MBIE Guidance.

• The report states that The sandy gravels encountered at the site at depths ranging from 1.0m
bgl to 1.9m bgl are considered appropriate for founding under static conditions'. We would
also consider that the ground bearing capacity required for the static loads could be less than
the 300kPa noted above and could therefore be founded at shallower depths -with reference
to the Davis Ogilvie & Partners Limited shallow geotechnical report dated 24 June 2013, an
ultimate bearing capacity of between 100kPa and 200/300kPa can be achieved at depths of
0.4m and 1.9m below ground level.

• The report also notes that the site is susceptible to liquefaction settlement during future
earthquake events, which a repaired foundation system is not expected to reduce the effects
of. We agree that the foundation repairs and re-level will not reduce the risk of future
liquefaction.

• The report notes that if underpinning was selected as part of a foundation repair strategy, then
the entire perimeter of both the old and new house would need to be underpinned. We do not
consider underpinning is required for re-levelling.

• The report advises that the raked piles indicated by Davis Ogilvie are not recommended to
carry vertical loads, but a bored pile or screw pile solution would be more appropriate.

Davis Ogilvie & Partners Limited report dated 11 November 2013

Our comments on the Davis Ogilvie & Partners Limited report are noted below:
• The report references a Harrison Grierson level survey of the top of the concrete ring beam in

September 2013. It provides a level variation of 55mm across the ring foundation to the
original house. The higher differential settlements mentioned in other reports include
settlements associated with piles.

O
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• The report reviews the foundation reinstatement methodology. It states that in order to re-
level the original house while retaining a heavy roof, the foundations would need to be
upgraded and references the MBIE Guidelines. Refer to Section 9 for our discussion on this
section of the MBIE Guidelines.

o

o

Rover Inspection June 2014
The Rover report indicates that the perimeter foundation to the original house consists of river gravels
held together with a weak cementitious concrete. The internal piles to the original house are
predominantly mass concrete, and have been replaced in some locations with treated timber piles.
There are a substantial number of underfloor obstructions such as cabling, services, and possibly
discarded ducting; that has prevented the rover from inspecting the entire underfloor area.

Of the areas of substructure that were visible, we note that:

• The joists and bearers were mostly obscured by aluminum foil insulation stapled to the
bearers and joists;

• Some concrete piles are no longer supporting bearers, although these are adjacent to the
newer timber piles, indicating that they may have been displaced deliberately;

• Ties were visible on timber piles but were absent on concrete piles; and

• The concrete piles and perimeter foundation appear "bony", although with no signs of distress
apart from the cracking noted in the perimeter foundation.

9. Repair Methodology

Original House

The re-levelling methodology selected has been based on the MBIE Guidance. Figure 14.1 of the
guidance gives an overview of the process for repairing foundations on TC3 sites for Foundation
Types A and B. The differential settlements and slopes provided by Harrison Grierson level survey
indicate that the repair is a Case 2 (from Table 2.3). As we are not replacing more than 25-30% of the
foundation beam and/or the majority of the piles, a shallow geotechnical investigation is required.

This has been done by Davis Ogilvie 24 June 2013 and an ultimate bearing capacity of between
100kPa and 200/300kPa can be achieved at depths of 0.4m and 1.9m below ground level. Golder
Associates report dated 21 October 2013 assessed the site to have "not performed poorly", and so the
suggested repair is to 'remove heavy roof and replace with light-weight' and 'Replace piles as
necessary AND Replace up to 30% of foundation beam with TC2 stiffened beam.

In this case we consider that the heavy roof does not need to be replaced, as there are no signs that
the presence of the existing heavy roof has caused significant damage to the superstructure bracing
system (i.e. lining damage) or to the supporting foundation (i.e. punching into the ground).

In addition, given the likely pre-existing settlement of the original house and its current maximum
differential settlement of 80mm compared to the current maximum differential settlement of 24mm for
the new house and the fact that the site has been "sufficiently tested" to the SLS design earthquake
level (refer to Golder Associates (NZ) Limited report dated 21 October 2013) we do not consider that a
load reduction strategy is required in this instance. We also consider strengthening of the existing
foundations unwarranted for the same reasons.

The following works will be required to repair the structure: -

• Relevel house by sequentially jacking bearers and frame off perimeter foundation wall and
internal piles using portable jacks (Note: the perimeter foundation wall is not to be lifted).
Packing is to be fitted between existing pile tops and bearers. Cementitious grout packing
shall be adopted for the perimeter foundation. Install new connection between pile and timber
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bearer in accordance with NZS3604. (Re-levelling may also include notching and

strengthening of existing bearers to achieve acceptable levels for the floor). Due to the original
construction of the piles some may need to be replaced to enable new fixings to NZS 3604 to
be installed.

• Repair of concrete perimeter foundation cracks <10mm by epoxy injection ( refer to Appendix
A4.4 of MBIE Guidance);

• As the re leveling of the piles will require localized removal of flooring, any separation damage
of flooring should be rectified at this point;

• Vertically of walls may be remedied through re-levelling, but should be re-checked following
re-leveling. If walls are out of vertical, linings should be removed, framing jacked to square,
connections and framing inspected for damage and repaired / replace as required and then
linings replaced;

• Repair cracks in internal linings in accordance with specification (make sure that the plaster is
still connected to the lathes). Where plaster is significantly cracked or de-bonded (primarily in
the office area and upstairs bedroom), remove all plaster and lathes, inspect connections and
framing for damage and repair / replace as required and then re-line with plasterboard;

• Demolish chimneys and rebuild locally with light weight timber framed chimney surrounds and
fit 20mm thick brick slips to match the existing bricks;

• Repair any impact damage to roof construction;

• Repair timber features (paneling, archways) to architectural specifications;

• Locally remove extensively damaged areas of external plaster finish to lower floor (typically on
the south west and southern wall elevations) and replace to architects specification, elsewhere
locally patch repair damaged areas to architects specification; and

• Patio (on east side) to have tiles removed and replaced, any cracks to concrete slabs to be
repaired by epoxy.

• Internal linings to be repaired/replaced to the requirements of the specification.
Note: - Given the small differential settlement recorded (24mm) and taking into account allowable
construction tolerances for slab on grade construction (±12mm, ref NZS3109 Table 5.2) no re-levelling
works are proposed to this area.

• Due to the extent of settlement/rotation of the floors and walls, and movement away from the
house, it is considered more practical and economical to rebuild the garage (including half
basement). The new garage foundations will need to be specifically designed for the
geotechnical conditions;

• With reference to section 7 above, given the basement under the garage is a non-habitable
space assuming that the replacement is also of concrete construction and therefore resistant
to water damage we consider that the new basement would not need to be raised to meet the
interim Floor Level for the site and could be constructed at its current level; and

• Although no seismic joint currently exists between the new house and the garage we would
recommend that one is incorporated into the design of the replacement garage. This would
reduce the likelihood of damage occurring at the interface of the two structures in any future
SLS earthquake events.

New House

Garage
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o

Old Garage/Shed

• Relevel old garage/shed by jacking perimeter foundation using portable jacks at discrete
locations in accordance with the MBIE Guidance Appendix A1.1.3 - Lifting option 1.At a
spacing of maximum 1.5m centers around the house excavate minimum 750mm square
access pits beneath the foundation to allow jacks to be placed. Drill and inject grout through
the floor slab in a suitable grid pattern. All spaces between the underside of the foundation
and the ground to be filled with grout; OR

• Relevel old garage/shed by jacking perimeter foundation and slab using engineered resin or
thixotropic (low mobility) grout in accordance with MBIE Appendix A1.1.3 -Option 3. A
Producer Statement (PS1) and performance based design in accordance with the
specification and engineering documentation for the re-levelling works will be required from
the proposed levelling contractor to facilitate submission of council consent documentation;

• During re-levelling, garage to be horizontally jacked back to original location (as judged by gap
between shed foundation and adjacent path); and

• With reference to section 7 above, given the old garage / shed is a non-habitable space and
assuming that the replacement is also of concrete construction and therefore resistant to
water damage we consider that the new basement would not need to be raised to meet the
interim Floor Level for the site and could be constructed at its current level; and

All of the above work will need to be designed and supervised by a structural/geotechnical chartered
professional engineer and undertaken by a licensed building practitioner.

10. Conclusions IRecommendations

It is our opinion that the house has sustained damage following the recent earthquakes. The
foundation and structural damage noted at the above property is capable of repair to an "as new"
standard and the proposed repairs would meet the requirements of the Building Code.

O
11. Explanatory Statement

The inspections of the building discussed in this report have been undertaken to assess structural
earthquake damage. No analysis has been undertaken to assess the strength of the building or to
determine whether or not it complies with the relevant building codes, except to the extent that
Aurecon expressly indicates otherwise in the report. Aurecon has not made any assessment of
structural stability or building safety in connection with future aftershocks or earthquakes -which have
the potential to damage the building and to jeopardise the safety of those either inside or adjacent to
the building.

This report is necessarily limited by the restricted ability to carry out inspections due to potential
structural instabilities/safety considerations, and the time available to carry out such inspections. The
report does not address defects that are not reasonably discoverable on visual inspection, including
defects in inaccessible places and latent defects. Where site inspections were made, they were
restricted to visual external and internal inspections.

While this report may assist the client in assessing whether the building(s) should be repaired or
demolished, that decision is the sole responsibility of the client.

This review has been prepared by Aurecon at the request of its client and is exclusively for its client's
use. It is not possible to make a proper assessment of this review without a clear understanding of the
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terms of engagement under which it has been prepared, including the scope of the instructions and
directions given to and the assumptions made by Aurecon. The report will not address issues which
would need to be considered for another party if that party's particular circumstances, requirements
and experience were known and, further, may make assumptions about matters of which a third party
is not aware. No responsibility or liability to any third party is accepted for any loss or damage
whatsoever arising out of the use of or reliance on this report by any third party.

Without limiting any of the above, Aurecon's liability, whether under the law of contract, tort, statute,

equity or otherwise, is limited as set out in the terms of the engagement with the client.

Please let me know if you require any further information.

Yours sincerely,

Murray Wood, BE (Hons), MIPENZ, CPEng
Senior Structural Engineer

Lee Howard, MEng(Hons), MIPENZ, CPEng
Technical Director

End: Site identification photographs
Level survey by Harrison Grierson

o
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Site Identification Photographs
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